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and splicing-variant stoichiometry. This is
particularly important if altering the ex-
pression levels of different transcripts re-
sults in highly heterogeneous phenotypes.
Indeed, ectopic expression of VEGF can re-
sult in blood vessels with unpredictable
properties, including hyperpermeability6.

Rebar et al. seem to have largely circum-
vented such problems with ectopic VEGF
expression. They found that their aden-
oviral-delivered zinc-finger transcription
factor induces expression of native VEGF
isoforms leading to the production of an
apparently physiologically normal vascu-
lature (Fig. 1). Moreover, this vasculature
was functional; compared with a control
adenoviral reporter gene construct, the en-
gineered transcription factor accelerated
wound healing, which relies on angiogen-
esis.

The new study verifies the value of tran-
scription factors as targets for drug devel-
opment and highlights their potential to
control angiogenesis in a therapeutic con-
text. But two immediate questions remain.
First, is this strategy applicable to other dis-
eases that might benefit from angiogenesis
induction, such as ischemia? Second,
would it be possible to inhibit angiogenesis
by turning off the transcription of pro-an-
giogenic molecules? Potent and selective
gene suppression has already been
achieved for the endogenous proto-onco-
genes ERBB-2 and ERBB-3 in cell culture7.
Moreover, present engineered transcrip-

tion factors do better than RNA interfer-
ence—another attention-grabbing tech-
nique—when it comes to silencing gene
expression (although such approaches
must still be compared side-by-side).

The potential to either activate or re-
press gene transcription is a major advan-
tage of a transcription factor–based
approach. Simply changing the effector
domain fused to a zinc-finger protein can
alter the protein’s properties. For example,
gene activation could be achieved by fu-
sion of a targeted zinc-finger protein to an
activation domain (such as VP-16),
whereas repression could be achieved by
fusing the same DNA-binding motif to a
repression domain (such as the Kruppel-
associated box (KRAB)). Additionally, tran-
scription factors could be chemically
modified allowing fine-tuning of gene ac-
tivation or repression2,7.

De novo design of transcription factors
with biological function is in its early
stages. However, preclinical and clinical
applications are certain to appear in the
future. The low intrinsic toxicity of de-
signed transcription factors in transgenic
organisms further supports their clinical
potential5. Indeed, with proper design it
should be possible to regulate multiple
genes in a biosynthetic or developmental
pathway with a single designed transcrip-
tion factor. Artificial transcriptional fac-
tors might eventually be used to direct the
formation of particular, desirable endothe-

lial-cell phenotypes in blood vessels of tis-
sues—or even whole organs8—in order to
artificially program protein-expression
profiles within selective vascular beds. The
work of Rebar et al. effectively sets the
stage for these developments.
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Breaking up the biofilm
The lungs of patients with cystic fibrosis

can contain slimy biofilms of the bac-
terium Pseudomonas aeruginosa, en-
meshed in thick airway mucus. These
biofilms present a front against antibiotics
and other treatments, and patients suc-
cumb to complications from such bacter-
ial infections, often before their mid-30s.

Recent data have suggested that in the
lung, biofilms persist under anaerobic
conditions. In the October Developmental
Cell, Sang Sun Yoon et al. describe experi-
ments replicating these anaerobic
biofilms in culture. They find that P.
aeruginosa form denser, more robust biofilms under anaerobic (left) than aerobic conditions (right). In both images, live bacteria are
stained green and dead bacteria are red. The authors went on to identify genes that assist in biofilm formation in anaerobic condi-
tions. Among these were the outer membrane protein F (OprF) gene, which was upregulated 5-fold during aerobic biofilm growth
but 39-fold during anaerobic growth. Bacteria without OprF produced very poor anaerobic biofilms. Yoon et al. provide hints that
bacteria lacking OprF, a channel-forming protein, are defective in a respiratory pathway critical for anaerobic growth.

Anaerobic conditions impair the effectiveness of many ‘front-line’ antibiotics such as tobramycin. If anaerobic biofilm formation
could be effectively inhibited, say the authors, this might give these antibiotics a second chance to work in patients with particularly
resilient P. aeruginosa populations. Indeed, vaccination with OprF has been shown to protect mice against P. aeruginosa infection.
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